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Warsaw Coffee Company 

"Coffee Lover's Heaven"

Warsaw Coffee Company is a casual eatery perfect for your early morning

caffeine dose. The cafe is quite spacious with floor-to-ceiling windows

complementing your breakfast with ample of sunlight. Known for their

handcrafted coffee, Warsaw Coffee Company is a delight for connoisseurs

of the beverage. There's the Cafe au Lait for those who prefer their coffee

a little light while the espressos are perfect for a strong caffeine intake.

Avocado toast and the sausage burrito are perfect breakfast specials

while the tuna salad is an ideal pick for lunch. Dessert lovers cannot leave

Warsaw Coffee Company without indulging in a Blueberry muffin, butter

croissant or the decadent ice cream sandwich.

 +1 954 990 4189  warsawcoffee.com/  815 Northeast 13th Street, Fort

Lauderdale FL

 by jronaldlee   

Brew Urban Cafe Victoria Park 

"Great Cuppa"

Tucked away from the maddening rush of downtown Fort Lauderdale,

Brew Urban Cafe Victoria Park is one place where you can relax and enjoy

your daily dose of caffeine. Devoid of all the frills of the modern coffee

house chain, this café comes with an easygoing ambiance which is

enhanced by the youthful staff members who always fill your order with a

friendly smile. Whether you’re coming in for a caramel frappé or

lemonade, this cafe is a pleasant daytime hangout.

 +1 954 990 5597  brewcoffeeshop.com/  638 North Federal Highway, Victoria

Park Shoppers, Fort Lauderdale FL
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Grind Coffee Project 

"Pure Caffeine Bliss"

Take a break from cafe chains and head to this quaint enterprise serving

freshly-brewed cups of top-quality coffee. A warm and cozy place, Grind

Coffee Project has a welcoming vibe delighting locals and travelers alike.

The cafe has an expansive interior; it's furnished with comfy couches, and

they also have work desks. The staff pouring your brews is quite

knowledgeable, known to entertain inquisitive coffee aficionados. If you

wish to appreciate the real flavors of coffee in its unadulterated form then

this independent coffee post is a must visit for you. The place is also

perfect for getting work done in solitude.

 +1 954 774 0555  grindcoffeeproject.com/  599 Southwest 2nd Avenue, Fort

Lauderdale FL
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Undergrounds Coffeehaus 

"A Cozy Cafe"

One of the most interesting cafes to visit, Undergrounds Coffeehaus is

perfect for those laid-back afternoons. The cafe has a cozy interior that's

furnished with comfy chairs; colorful pieces of art, twinkling lights and a

television set complete the decor. It's a place where you pick a good read

and curl up in a corner to drown away noises of city life. They also play

movies on certain evenings, while card games and books keep patrons

engaged on other days. The drinks are refreshing with varied hot and cold

caffeine-infused beverages on offer.

 +1 954 630 1900  www.undergroundscoffee

haus.com/

 undergroundscoffeehaus@

gmail.com

 3020 North Federal

Highway, Suite 5a, Fort

Lauderdale FL
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